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12 April 2012
Tourism & Transport Forum (TTF) Submission to the House of Representatives Standing Committee
on Infrastructure and Communications - Shipping Reform Bills Inquiry
TTF welcomes the opportunity to comment on the House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Infrastructure and Communications - Shipping Reform Bills Inquiry. TTF has serious concerns about
the impact of the legislation on the cruise ship sector. It appears to pay no regard to the unique
nature of coastal trading for tourism purposes, and is exclusively focussed on the freight sector.
TTF represents the public policy interests of Australia’s leading tourism owners, operators and
agencies including the cruise shipping sector. This submission focuses on the aspects of the proposed
legislation which impact on expedition cruise shipping.
TTF is concerned that the Australian cruise ship company, Orion Expedition Cruises will be adversely
impacted by this legislation. In addition, the Committee should also consider the implications for two
international companies proposing to establish expedition cruise operations in Australian waters
from 2013. Indirectly, many tourism, accommodation, hospitality and retail operators in regional
coastal communities will also suffer as a result of the limitations placed upon coastal trading for
tourism purposes.
Expedition cruise operators already face a substantial regulatory burden in operating across state
maritime borders, not imposed on larger international cruise ships over 5,000 tonnes. Currently,
regulations require operators to comply with a complex and cumbersome licencing regime.
The tourism industry’s concerns regarding the existing regulatory regime and initial exposure draft
shipping reform legislation are detailed in the attached submission to the 2nd Exposure Draft Coastal
Trading (Revitalising Australian Shipping) Bill, dated 5 March, 2012. Our concerns raised in this
submission have not been addressed.
Additionally, TTF has new concerns that have emerged following the presentation of the Coastal
Trading (Revitalising Australian Shipping) Bill 2012 to the Parliament in relation to the definition and
interpretation of “Coastal Trading” under Subsection 7. We believe that this section would
effectively shut down the expedition cruise sector from July 2012.
The Coastal Trading definitions in the Explanatory Memorandum released on 22 March 2012 states
that:
“A vessel which carries passengers who hold through tickets to and from a port outside
Australia. If such vessel disembarks the passengers at a port in Australia, the vessel is not
exempt from the meaning of ‘coastal trading’ unless such disembarkation at a port in
Australia is for transit purposes only”
This definition effectively forbids operators such as Orion from carrying any passengers from an
international port, disembarking them at their final port in order remain in Australia either to
continue touring, or return to their residence.
Currently, passengers holding tickets to or from Australia are able to transit through a state to arrive
at their final port of disembarkation, regardless of whether they then leave Australia or continue to
travel overland to other Australian destinations.
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The commercial implications of the language in the Explanatory Memorandum for expedition cruises,
such as the those operated by Orion, are alarming – approximately 50 per cent of Orion cruises are
operated on the basis of “through tickets” (Current Navigation Act 1912, 7(1)(a)), and a large
proportion of passengers– and we fear this interpretation will create an untenable situation, forcing
Orion to stop selling cruises that have been on the market for the past 12 months, and effectively
cease operating.
Further, TTF fears that this subtle but crucial change will place an unnecessary constraint on the
growth of cruise shipping, at a time when destinations such as Tasmania, tropical North Queensland,
the Top End and the Kimberley enjoy considerable economic benefits from cruise ships visiting local
ports.
With both Noble Caledonia and Zegrahm Expeditions announcing recently that they will be bringing
their small international flagged expedition vessels to Australia in 2013, the small ship cruise industry
is on the verge of substantial growth. Noble Caledonia’s itineraries incorporate Tasmania, Victoria,
New South Wales and Queensland, and Zegrahm are advertising that they will be offering
expeditions in the Kimberley.
TTF notes that the prohibitive regulatory burden outlined above, and in the attached submission can
be circumvented by extending the Cruise Ship Exemption for coastal trading licences to all cruise
vessels over 500 tonnes, as per recommendation 2 below.
Recommendations:
1. Amend the interpretation and definition of “transit” as set out in section 7(2)(a) of the
Coastal Trading (Revitalising Australian Shipping) Bill 2012 Explanatory Memorandum to
allow for passengers to transit through a state to arrive at their final port of
disembarkation, regardless of whether they then leave Australia or continue to travel
overland to other Australian destinations.
2. Consider the TTF submission made on 5 March to the 2nd Exposure Draft, calling on the
Commonwealth to extend competitive neutrality for all segments of the Cruise Shipping
Industry, and extending the Cruise Ship Exemption to all cruise ships over 500 tonnes, so
that operators of small cruise ships such as Orion, Noble Caledonia, and Zegrahms can
continue to promote tourism experiences in remote and regional Australia. A copy of the
submission is attached.
Please contact me if you wish to discuss this matter further.

Sincerely,

JOHN LEE
Chief Executive
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